
IN THIS CONFERENCE… 
14 chairs,  80 delegates, 7 floating delegates, 4 heads of the 
conference, 1 PGA,  3 MUN directors. A total of 120 people 
working towards success. 

As it is often said, practice makes perfection, and our third SMUN Conference 
is as close to perfección as we have ever been; as we have learned from past 
mistakes. Today 6 committees were successful in passing a total of 4 
resolutions.  
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WHAT IS TOLERANCE? 
We asked different people around the 
school what is their conception of 
tolerance, and how they live it daily. 
Here are their answers.  

During his speech the PGA, Gonzalo Silva, 
addressed the issue of tolerance by saying 

“I believe that most of the problems faced by our 
world stem out from intolerance. And 
intolerance comes from a lack of education. 

Tolerance is defined as the willingness to accept 
behaviors and beliefs that are different from our 
own, although we might not agree or approve of 
them. In my personal opinion, tolerance goes far 
beyond. I would define tolerance as the 
capability of knowing that we are different. Of 
understanding that our peculiarities are the ones 
that shape us. Of embracing our own 
distinctiveness, and involving the others as well. 
Tolerance is not only about believing that we are 
all the same, but also about knowing that we are 
not. Tolerance is not only about being accepted 
by others- accepting others, but it is also about 
discussing and stepping up for our own beliefs.”  

“Tolerance is not only 
about believing that we 
are all the same, but also 
about knowing that we 
are not” 

Our MUN Director and Head of Social Science 
Department, Silvana Harriet, when asked about 
the difference in the conception of tolerance 
among cultures, said: “My conception of 
tolerance has to do with the western culture. I 
come from a Christian household; in which we 
share some basic values regarding tolerance. I 
feel different from other ethnic groups, 
religions, or ideologies that may not believe the 
human being comes first. I think the difference 
is that, when you put people first you end up 
being more tolerant.“
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THANK YOU ALL FOR MAKING THIS POSSIBLE.  
In all the councils and GA represented, issues of global importance 
are being treated and discussed by the student body. We cherish 
these discussions as they, not only broaden our perspective but also 
allow us to put into practice one of the values we consider of primal 
importance: empathy. The delegates are asked to represent the views 
of a randomly assigned country, even when those beliefs may be 
radically different from the ones they  hold. This is simply admirable. 
We would like to thank everyone for their willingness to do so, and a 
special thank you to the chairs for making this possible. 


